Puzzle Away the Day

$80

Puzzle of Choice
+ Richmond Map Glass
+ Full Size Tulip and Bear Candle (7 oz)
+ Dark Chocolate Peanuts (5 oz)

Puzzle Choices:
(Round 500 pc)
- Votes for Women
- Blue Bird Yellow Bird Embroidery
- Floral Bouquet Cross Stitch
- Women's March
(Rectangle 1000 pc)
- Summer Flowers art by Ellen Hoverkamp @garden_images

Map Glass Choices:
(Sets Available)
- Stemless Globe
- Stemmed Globe
- Pint Glass
NEW MOON - *for the reflective as they wax and wane*
With fragrant herbs floating on rich wood and amber base notes, New Moon is infused with the essential oils of sage to balance emotions, lavandin to bolster hope, and orange to calm and brighten.
GROUNDING | BALANCING | COMFORTING (Available in Travel Tin)

WILDFIRE - *for the passionate as they ignite*
Made from cassia oil, a spicy bark, paired with rosemary, eucalyptus, and clove to invigorate the mind, patchouli to entice the senses, and a pinch of rose to generate a sense of well-being and confidence, Wildfire is an inviting atmospheric candle.
SENSUOUS | BOLD | ENTICING (Available in Travel Tin)

SPRING
Up from the earth the stems and buds emerge, rebirth is here again. Base notes of musk, a gust of green vetiver and inspiring notes of geranium, violet, and rich rose.
INTOXICATING | ELEVATING | INSPIRING (Available in Travel Tin)

MORNING STAR - *for the brilliant as they rise*
Infused with honeysuckle to incite a light-hearted, peaceful quality, and jasmine to stimulate feelings of harmony and optimism, burning Morning Star is the perfect way to start the day.
FRESH | FLORAL | BRIGHT

MIDNIGHT OIL - *for the entrepreneur as they burn into the night*
Midnight Oil smells of jasmine and lavender, grounded by rich vanilla and sandalwood. It is infused with balsam oil to warm the room, and lavandin to promote concentration and relieve stress.
ENERGY | INSPIRATION | CLARITY